SIX GOOD REASONS FOR
LOCATING YOUR BUSINESS
IN ZEALANDDENMARK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXPERIENCE AN EXTRAORDINARY WAY OF LIFE
JOIN MAJOR GLOBAL CORPORATIONS
DISCOVER NEW WAYS TO GROW
REACH OUT TO NEW MARKETS
ACCESS TO WORLD CLASS INFRASTRUCTURE
ACCESS TO HIGHLY DEVELOPED INDUSTRIAL AREAS CLOSE TO E20
TOP TALENT
EASY HIRING
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A BOOMING ECONOMY AND YOUR
NEW CHOICE OF LOCATION.

ZEALAND IS THE
LARGEST ISLAND
IN THE BALTIC SEA
ZEALANDDENMARK

Find your globe, give it a spin and place your index finger
at latitude 55° 30’ 0’’ N and longitude 11° 45’ 0’’ E.
Here you will find ZealandDENMARK, the 95th largest island
on the globe. When you add the southernmost islands
of Møn, Lolland and Falster the region forms an area of
9100 km2 of prime land, home to 2.2 million inhabitants.
Much can be said to commend ZealandDENMARK, not least
because it incorporates the myriad of attractions, services
and connections of the thriving European metropolis that
is Copenhagen – Denmark’s capital.
Region ZealandDENMARK is where you will find extensive
farming, industrial areas and numerous towns, providing
homes, public services, education and recreational activities for its inhabitants.
Regarding infrastructure, the region provides crucial
links to the rest of Denmark and Scandinavia via two of
the world’s largest suspensions bridges; the Great Belt
Bridge and Öresundsbron. In between, the East-West
connection takes the form of the modern E20 motorway.
It stretches from Malmö and Copenhagen in the East
to Esbjerg in the western part of Jutland, which provides
an international-scale harbour just a few miles from the
Danish-German border.

The E20 also connects to the southbound E45 that
stretches all the way to Hamburg in Germany.

MASSIVE INVESTMENT

Compared to the rest of Europe, you will struggle
to find an area with a greater investment rate than
ZealandDENMARK. The new fixed link to Germany (worth
around € 6-7 billion) is itself a massive investment, but
within 10 years investment totalling nearly € 45 billion
will be made in the region.
These investments will provide new double-tracked rail
lines from Copenhagen, via the towns of Køge and Ringsted, to the Fehmarnbelt fixed link. Motorways are also
being renovated and expanded around Køge. New hospitals – among others in as in Slagelse - are being built to
ensure that the entire region has access to the best modern
healthcare facilities possible.
It is important to highlight that, in a global context,
Denmark enjoys the least bureaucratic red tape and is
one of the easiest countries in which to establish a new
business. Furthermore, it is reassuring to know that
corruption, bribery and extortion are virtually unknown
concepts in Denmark.

THE AIRPORT OF COPENHAGEN IS THE LARGEST
AND MOST EFFICIENT IN NORTHERN EUROPE
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YOU CAN GET HERE - FROM ANYWHERE - IN NO TIME.
ACCESS TO NEW MARKETS IN SCANDINAVIA AND THE
BALTIC COUNTRIES IS EXCEPTIONAL.

AIR TRAVEL

The rail line, stretching from Ringsted to the Fehmarnbelt, is also being renewed, which will reduce the travel
time between Copenhagen and Hamburg to less than 3
hours. The new rail-line from Copenhagen to Germany
will accommodate trains with speeds of up to 200 km/h.

Most Scandinavian destinations can be reached within a
90-minute flight, as can many of Europe’s major cities.

In 2013, the Danish Government decided to implement
plans for an upgraded railway-system that will shorten
travel times between all major Danish cities to a maximum of one hour.

The region boasts Scandinavia‘s largest international
airport, Copenhagen Airport, from which your staff can
reach more than 140 international destinations, 24 of
which are intercontinental.

Whilst Copenhagen Airport is one of the largest
passenger and cargo hubs in Europe, you will also find
an excellent secondary airport in Roskilde, commonly
used for both cargo and private corporate jets and where
passengers can enjoy the comfort and privacy of a smaller
terminal.

SEA CARGO

ZealandDENMARK has several major ports. Copenhagen,
Malmö and Kalundborg all possess deep-water ports.
They serve all major ocean carriers – both cruising vessels
and commercial carriers.
To the West is the port of Korsør, which can facilitate
vessels up to 200 metres long and 7,5 metres in depth.
Korsør also provides a restricted harbour section for the
Danish Navy’s exclusive use.
Numerous other ports throughout the region can also
handle cargo. These include; Vordingborg, Faxe Ladeplads,
Nakskov, Rødbyhavn, Bandholm, Korsør, Orehoved Havn,
Nykøbing F., Stubbekøbing, Næstved and Gedser.

RAIL

With over 1200 km of rail track, ZealandDENMARK boasts
one of Europe’s most extensive rail systems. Copenhagen
Central Station is a transport hub for both regional and
international connections. The finely-tuned network of
public transportation will enable you to travel by train,
metro or bus to anywhere in ZealandDENMARK in under 90
minutes.
The rail network in ZealandDENMARK is continuously being
upgraded. An important investment is the new Copenhagen-Køge-Ringsted double-track line, which will reduce
travel time and multiply train frequency.

TRUCKING

Two of the largest bridges in the world – the Great Belt
Bridge and Öresundsbron – provide ZealandDENMARK with
continental and Scandinavian fixed links. Now a third
link, an 18 km long, immersed tunnel between Denmark
and Germany, will significantly reduce travel time
between Denmark and Germany.
Within a 300 km radius, your distribution centre located
in ZealandDENMARK will be capable of servicing both Scandinavian and North German markets. Infrastructure hubs
along motorways E20 and E47 have already aided in the
creation of such distribution and transport centres.

INDUSTRIAL SITES

ZealandDENMARK has a well-developed infrastructure, offering modern industrial sites with extensive air, sea, road and
rail transport options in close proximity. For the towns of
Slagelse, Ringsted and Sorø the most important highway –
the E20 – stretches from Copenhagen via the island of Fyn
to Esbjerg in the South Western part of Jutland.
The E20 intersects with the E47 providing you with direct
continental access via the new fixed Fehmarnbelt link.
Alongside the E20 you will find sizable and affordable
industrial sites, all located near motorway exits for effective
distribution of goods and materials. These sites offer room
for expansion in both ground area and height. The municipalities are extremely business- and service-minded, ready
and able to set up the right team to quickly and efficiently
address all of your needs before, during and after establishing your business in the area.
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22%
CORPORATE TAX-RATE ON

AND FREE MEDICARE
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THROUGH LOW COMPETITIVE CORPORATE
TAX, SOCIAL COSTS ARE KEPT TO A MINIMUM.

TAXES

In order to enhance Danish international competitiveness,
the government has chosen to lower the corporate tax
rate from 25 per cent to 22 per cent, in 2016. This will be
very competitive in comparison with other Nordic and
European countries, where the current EU average is 23
per cent. When you take into account that social costs
and benefits are kept to a minimum for businesses, due
to public financing, Denmark offers a healthy economic
climate with low interest-rates.

LABOUR

ZealandDENMARK offers a highly-skilled, creative and
abundant work force. Benchmarking Denmark with other
countries, the degree to which skilled labour is readily
available is only exceeded by Ireland. Denmark has by far
the most flexible labour market in Europe with regard to
labour regulations and hiring and firing practices. Wages
are competitive too, as health care, education and social
insurance fees are covered by public funding. Several international corporations state that a major reason for them
locating their business in Denmark was because Danish
employees are both creative and hold a top ranking regarding ‘worker motivation’ compared to other European
countries.

COST OF LIVING

In ZealandDENMARK you will discover that living costs, and
particularly house prices, are very reasonable, despite travel
times to the capital of Copenhagen never exceeding 90
minutes, either by car or public transport.

INCENTIVES

Both central and local governments do their utmost to
provide tailor-made solutions for foreign companies
considering establishing business and research facilities in
Denmark – particularly in ZealandDENMARK.
In Region ZealandDENMARK, regional municipalities and
central government all specialize in creating business solutions for foreign companies looking to generate significant
business in Europe. The major focus is on industries such
as Transport and Logistics, Life Sciences and CleanTech,
in which Denmark enjoys proven, globally-competitive
prominence. Add to that an excellent geographical location, with outstanding infrastructure, and Denmark is the
ideal location for your European activities.
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ZEALAND’S TALENT POOL IS DEEP,
BROAD AND BRIGHT. WE WILL HELP
YOU DEVELOP YOUR PEOPLE TOO.

PIPELINE OF TALENT

There are numerous universities and institutes of higher education located throughout ZealandDENMARK and, of course,
in Copenhagen. The University of Copenhagen is one of the
oldest in Europe with almost 40.000 students and 10.000
academic and administrative employees. Roskilde is home
to the region’s second university. The University of Southern
Denmark is located in the town of Slagelse.
Furthermore, ZealandDENMARK offers pedagogical,
technological and scientific universities as well as extensive
educational centres in Sorø, Ringsted and Slagelse. Adding
the new University Hospital in Køge to this already impressive list, you will see that the region provides an enviable
pipeline of talent.
The region boasts one of the highest proportions of skilled
workers (per overall workforce) in Europe.
The mind-set in Region Zealand is extremely international.
As Danish is a relatively small language almost everyone
can communicate in English. There are several international
schools in the region. One of the most renowned is Herlufsholm, founded in 1565 and located in Næstved.

DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

In close cooperation with trade schools, private training
providers and in-house learning facilities, the Danish
labour market has a strong tradition for in-job training
programmes. Furthermore, both public and private funding
helps to provide many free-of-charge training opportunities.

LABOUR
PRODUCTIVITY
SECOND TO
NONE IN THE EU

MORE THAN 30.000
NEW BUSINESSES
EVERY YEAR
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YOUR BUSINESS WILL FIND NEW WAYS TO
GROW - WE’LL MAKE SURE OF THAT.

RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

In ZealandDENMARK you have easy access to the latest
research and innovative product development, as it is simple
and cost-efficient to establish rewarding cooperation with
one of the 9 universities in the Fehmarn region.
With a keen appreciation of new technology, IT and
communication, Denmark is a brilliant test market for new
products, enhanced by a long tradition of close cooperation
between private business and the public sector.
ZealandDENMARK has a number of test facilities available for
companies wishing to develop, test and demonstrate new
processes and products.

GROWTH

Throughout the region you will find a number of business
councils and business growth centres, who focus on your
potential for continuous growth and development. Furthermore, private organizations, such as Copenhagen Capacity
and Femern Belt Development, offer counselling and a
sounding-board to help identify contacts with relevant
public authorities, local sub-contractors and assist with
other issues, such as how to navigate Danish-specific labour
market regulations.
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FEW REGIONS IN EUROPE CAN MATCH THE
VERSATILITY OF ZEALAND’S WAY OF LIFE.

CLIMATE

Zealand
is coloured by four well-defined seasons:
A cool spring, warm summer-time with a 22 °C average
temperature, transitional autumn season and a chilly
winter-time averaging just 2°C. The cold, crisp and windy
Nordic winter makes Danes long for the explosion of
springtime when the sunshine returns, plants spring into
life and the fields turn green and lush. This leads into long
summer evenings when the sun does not set until 10 pm - a
time for outdoor living, whether in your garden barbequing
or enjoying a picnic on the beach. The summer seems to last
forever, but eventually autumn follows, a beautiful blustery
season rich in colour, when leaves of many colours swirl
gracefully to the ground.
DENMARK

RECREATION

The ZealandDENMARK countryside offers something for
everyone. Castles, manors and ancient monuments bear
witness to a rich cultural past. Wherever you might find
yourself in the region, you will always be within easy reach
of cooling forests, peaceful lakes and pristine beaches.
The diverse and welcoming countryside of ZealandDENMARK
makes it a paradise for all kinds of outdoor activities. The
Tystrup Bavelse Nature Park includes some of the most
beautiful landscapes in the country, popular for canoeing,
kayaking, fishing, cycling and mountain biking.
The ZealandDENMARK coastline varies from the monumental
chalk cliffs of Stevns Klint, the rolling stones of Reersø, to
the pristine sandy beaches of South West Zealand, which
invite a wide range of activities, such as; sailing, wind surfing,
scuba diving, and, in summer, enjoying the relaxation of
beach life. Small islands dot the coastline, making excellent
daytrip destinations that offer a unique glimpse into rural
Denmark of times past.
The historic past is present in many ZealandDENMARK towns,
including the tombs of medieval kings and queens in Ringsted, the majestic Sorø Cathedral and the fortress and

WHERE B2C ALSO MEANS

BENEFITS2CYCLISTS

IN STREETS AND LIFE

Medieval tower of Korsør. Every second year (even years),
the Middle Ages come to life in Ringsted’s Medieval
Festival.
A little further west, just outside Slagelse, another historic
era has left its mark. The Viking castle of Trelleborg is one
of Northern Europe’s finest monuments of the Viking Age.
Viking festivals with battles, entertainment and vibrant
market atmosphere bring to life the dramatic Scandinavian
past of a millennium ago.
On the Western shore of ZealandDENMARK - as far from
a Medieval past as you can imagine – is the Great Belt
Bridge. One of the world’s largest suspension bridges, it
rises to an impressive 254 metres above sea level, allowing
even the largest cruise ships to enter the Baltic Sea.
For shopping, the bustling towns of Ringsted and Slagelse
are the places to go. Ringsted hosts conferences and events
and boasts Denmark’s biggest outlet town, offering many
international brands and which attracts over 1 million
visitors every year. In Slagelse, Vestsjællands Centret mall
is home to over 40 shops.
The historic town of Sorø, located between Ringsted and
Slagelse, is centred around the atmospheric Sorø Academy,
a prestigious high school and boarding school, also home to
a science talent youth centre, which hosts camps, events and
master classes on subjects such as biotech, climatology and
innovation.
Entertainment for families includes numerous amusement
parks – including the world’s oldest, Tivoli in Copenhagen,
and, just a drive away, is the (original!) LEGOland in Billund, Jutland.
If you are looking for a more grounded experience, try visiting a local farm or shop. Here you can taste why Zealand
is nature’s pantry, supplying numerous famous restaurants,
such as Noma.

Heart of the
FEHMARN
CORRIDOR

